Reading list – ARKN12, Buildings as archaeology, 15 hp
Established by the Board of the Department: 2018-08-21

Literature of about 1500 pages is read by a selection of articles and titles in the following list. (Total number of pages ca 4800 pp). In addition to this, a selection of articles, ca 150 pages, focused on technical digital issues with the regard to the analysis of buildings will be distributed to the students at the start of the course. This selection is updated continuously in order to keep up with the development of available digital tools.

Architecture and society


Social space


**Spatial analysis**


**Phenomenology and movement**


Newsome, D.J. (2009). Traffic, Space and Legal Change around the Casa del Marinaio at Pompeii (VII 15.1-2). BABesch 84, 121-142. (22 pp)


*Function*


Eriksdotter, G. (2013). Did the Little Ice Age Affect Indoor Climate and Comfort?: Re-theorizing Climate History and Architecture from the Early Modern Period. Journal for Early Modern Cultural Studies 13:2, 24-42. (19 pp; e-resource)


*Design, metrology and architectural energetics*


**Documentation**

